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Abstract. We propose a new model for description of solar flare lightcurve profile observed
in soft X-rays. The method assumes that single-peaked ‘regular’ flares seen in lightcurves can
be fitted with the elementary time profile being a convolution of Gaussian and exponential
functions. More complex, multi-peaked flares can be decomposed as a sum of elementary profiles.
During flare lightcurve fitting process a linear background is determined as well. In our study
we allow the background shape over the event to change linearly with time. Presented approach
originally was dedicated to the soft X-ray small flares recorded by Polish spectrophotometer
SphinX during the phase of very deep solar minimum of activity, between 23r d and 24th Solar
Cycles. However, the method can and will be used to interpret the lightcurves as obtained by
the other soft X-ray broad-band spectrometers at the time of both low and higher solar activity
level. In the paper we introduce the model and present examples of fits to SphinX and GOES
1-8 Å channel observations as well.
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1. Introduction
The most basic flare characteristics such as duration and its amplitude can be de-

termined from the analysis of lightcurves in respective energy passbands. Because of
statistical noise, data gaps and time-overlapped events, it is a challenge to obtain these
properties in systematic and consistent way. The problem can be solved by using a math-
ematical formula for representation of simple flare time profile. The suitable model should
be backed up by physical interpretation and be consistent with observations.

The studies of solar flares observed by Polish spectrometer SphinX (Solar Photometer
in X-rays; Sylwester et al. (2012); Gburek et al. (2011a); Gburek et al. (2011b); Syl-
wester et al. (2011); Sylwester et al. (2012); Gburek et al. (2013) have revealed a need
to define such profile applicable to the observations. The spectrophotometer measured
soft X-ray (SXR) emission (within the energy range from 1.2 to 15 keV) from the entire
solar hemisphere thus the obtained lightcurve contains many time-overlapped events.
To analyse particular flares which can be observed in SphinX lightcurve we decided to
invent and use a formula for the mathematical representation of so-called elementary
soft X-ray flare time profile. Our goal was to parametrize a simple, single-peaked events
and decompose complex, multi-peaked flares into a series of elementary profiles. Such
decomposition allow to estimate parameters of individual flares independently.

The parametrisation of the flare lightcurves using mathematical functions have already
been attempted by other authors. As an example, we mention the analysis by Aschwanden
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et al. (1998) where authors have shown that hard X-ray flare flux pulses observed by
BATSE/CGRO (Compton Gamma Ray Observatory; Fishman et al. (1989)) can be
fitted by logistic curve. Appropriate model for stellar white-light flare time profile of M
type dwarf observed by Kepler space observatory (Borucki et al. (2010)) was presented
by Davenport et al. (2014). Their method assumes different models of time profile for
rise and decay flare phases as they assume a fourth-order polynomial and a sum of two
exponential curves respectively.

Below we propose a new approach suitable for interpretation of soft X-ray solar flare
lightcurve profile with possible extension to other energy bands in which flare lightcurves
are observed. The model was originally invented for flares observed by SphinX, however,
it is compatible with GOES 1-8 Å flare observations as well. The model application and
agreement with observed lightcurves are presented for example set of flares observed by
both instruments.

2. Elementary Flare Time Profile Definition
In our approach we describe elementary soft X-ray flare temporal profile based on

the assumption that SXR flares time profile should reflect two simultaneous processes,
which are impulsive energy release (representing by gaussian energy deposition function,
e.g. Aschwanden et al. 1998) and the process of energy losses (described by exponential
function). Therefore the flare profile f(t) is described by the following equation:

f(t) =
∫ t

0
g(x)h(t − x)dx (2.1)

where

g(t) = A exp(−(t − B)2/C2), (2.2)

h(t) = exp(−Dt), (2.3)

where A,B,C,D are the shape parameters and t stays for time.
Equation can be converted to a form easier for numerical integration which reads:

f(t) =
1
2
√

πA C exp(D (B − t) +
C2D2

4
) ∗ (erf(Z) − erf(Z − t

C
)), (2.4)

where

Z =
2B + C2D

2C

and erf is the error function, defined as erf(t) = 2√
π

∫ t

0 exp(−s2)ds. The error function is
widely used in statistics and thus available in many programming languages for symbolic
and numerical calculations. It is also available in IDL which was the main software
environment used for the purposes of the present study.

For the background SXR emission on which the flare sits we assume linear model
(b(t) = Et + F ) with two free parameters E and F . Eventually our formulae to describe
observed flare lightcurve lc(t) reads

lc(t) = f(t) + b(t) (2.5)

and depends on the value of the six parameters (A,B,C,D - flare shape; E,F - linear
background).
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Figure 1. Example of SphinX lightcurve as observed in the energy range 1.2 - 15 keV before
(panel a) and after (panel b) background subtraction with the best quality fit of the elementary
flare profile (grey curve). Times of the start, maximum and the end are marked with straight
vertical lines. The horizontal line indicates a level of 1σ above the background, which is used to
the determination of flare start and end times. Panel c shows the residua. Levels of 0 and ± 1σ
of the residua are marked as dotted and dashed lines.

Term of ‘elementary’ in the context of temporal flare profiles was originally introduced
by van Beek (van Beck et al. 1974) to describe hard X-ray flares structuring. Van Beek
and co-authors found that hard X-ray flares can be decomposed into a number of smaller
spikes, and called these spikes ‘Elementary Flare Bursts’. In this work we use term
‘elementary’ for formula of simple flare time profile as seen in the soft X-rays where the
most of flare thermal energy is concentrated.

For fitting lc(t) to observed flares’ profile identified in lightcurve we used IDL function
MPFITFUN (Markwardt 2009), published and available through the webpage:
http : //www.physics.wisc.edu/ craigm/idl/mpfittut.htm. The MPFITFUN algorithm
was translated from MINPACK-1 package (More 1977) for solving nonlinear equations
and nonlinear least squares problems. We found MPFITFUN faster, more flexible and of
improved performance in comparison to the generic routine CURVEFIT available within
the IDL environment.

We use fitted flare profiles to determine more reliable estimates the time of event start,
end end the maximum as well as its magnitude, i.e. the flare amplitude after background
subtraction. Event start time was defined as the time when analysed flare profile based
on shape parameters (A, B, C, D) raised above one standard deviation value (1σ) above
the background. The end time was defined as the moment when fitted profile dropped
below that level on the flare decay phase.

In Figure 1 we plot an example of flare lightcurve observed by SphinX on 07 July 2009
with the best quality fit to the function of the elementary profile defined by Equation 2.5.
Flare maximum occured at 10:08:38 UT. Times of start, maximum and the end are
marked with vertical lines in panel b. Panel c shows residua (data-fit) with the lines of
values 0 and ±1σ.
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Figure 2. SphinX 1.2 - 15 keV lightcurve with optimal fit of elementary flares (Equation 2.4).
The last three events in the plot are examples of overlapped flare profiles. The gray lines represent
the best quality fits to the individual events. The fitted profiles are plotted from the start to
the end time of respective flares.

Figure 3. An example of GOES 1-8 Å wavelength channel flare lightcurve with optimal fit of
elementary flare time profile (gray line) described by Equation 2.4. The bottom plot represents
residua, where levels of 0 and ± σ of the residua are marked as solid and dashed lines.

Our method also allows to fit complex multi-peaked profiles using series of individual
single profiles given by the formula of elementary flare profile. Such profiles are observed
when there are two or more flares overlapped in time. Figure 2 presents example lightcurve
recorded by SphinX (black line) containing several consecutive flares observed on 23 - 24
September 2009 with the best quality fits of profile formula to particular events. The last
three profiles in the plot represent an example of decomposition of events overlapped in
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time. Because of SphinX orbit passing through polar bands and South Atlantic Anomaly
data gaps are present in analysed lightcurve.

Presented formula of elementary soft X-ray flare time profile can be successfully applied
to the interpretation of flare observations by other SXR emission recording spectropho-
tometers as well. An example of fit to GOES 1-8 Å wavelength channel flare lightcurve
is shown in Figure 3. The B 2.0 class flare occurred on 9-10 May 2010. Grey solid line
represents best fit of formula of elementary flare time profile. In the lower plot there
are residua of the fit. We notice, there are still some unaccounted peaks on the residua
that may be due to low amplitude burst of emission. We are working on the method to
distinguish between such bursts and the effects of statistical noise.

3. Conclusions
In the paper we have proposed the method of solar flares lightcurve parametrisation

based on the soft X-rays observations. The elementary flare time profile was originally
dedicated to analysis of flares observed by SphinX instrument. However, the formula
is so general that it can be applied in the interpretation of other flaring lightcurves for
another SXR solar observations as well. Presented approach assumes more realistic linear
model of background, than just constant level. An appropriate estimation of background
emission play the key role during any flares parameters estimation, especially in case of
tiny events. Determined background emission itself can be used for the analysis of active
regions parameters and their evolution.

Using proposed formula of elementary profile of simple flare allows for separation of
time overlapped sequence of flare profiles which can be decomposed and analysed inde-
pendently.

We have applied the method to interpretation of SphinX spectrophotometer lightcurve
in order to systematic study distribution of flare characteristics observed during the
minimum of activity. The proposed approach allow to create reliable catalogue of SphinX
flares characteristic. Prepared database will be the subject of statistical analysis of flares
recorded during the period of last solar minimum of activity.
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